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Chapter 2
Biological Hazards
Pathogens are the biggest threat to food safety. They are
small, living microorganisms that can only be seen
through a microscope.
There are four types of pathogens:
• Bacteria
• Viruses
• Parasites
• Fungi

Bacteria

Some characteristics of bacteria:
• Reproduces rapidly under unfavorable
conditions.
• Can double and multiply every twenty minutes.
• Is carried by food, water, soil, humans or
insects.
• Bacteria are a small-living, single celled
organism that can survive freezing temperatures.
• Some form spores.
• Some can spoil food; others cause illness.
• Some produce toxins.
Remember - Bacteria growth is best controlled by preventing Time &
Temperature abuse.
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Controlling Time & Temperature
One key principle in preventing the growth and potential
negative effects of bacteria in food service is proper
control of time and temperature.
Time management is important to food safety because the
longer food is left out after it is prepared, the greater the chances are of it
becoming contaminated.
One of the most important tools needed to manage and control
temperature is a food thermometer.
Keys to Remember –
• Food cannot be in the temperature danger zone (TDZ) for more than
four hours.
• Make calibrated thermometers available.
• Remove only as much food from storage as necessary.
• FAT TOM
There are 6 conditions in which pathogens need to grow, they are:

FAT

Food
Acidity
Temperature

TOM

Time
Oxygen
Moisture

Understanding how pathogens grow is important in order for you to help
keep foodborne illnesses from occurring.
To help remember these conditions use the acronym FAT TOM. Let’s take a
closer look at these 6 conditions for optimal bacteria growth.
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FAT TOM
FOOD - Microorganisms require nutrients found in
certain food such as protein and carbohydrates to grow.
Examples of these would be:
- Milk
- Eggs
- Fish
- Meats
ACIDITY - Pathogens grow best in foods with little or no
acidity.
They grow in food with a slight acidic or neutral
(ph of 4.6 to 7.5).
TEMPERATURE – Most microorganisms grow well in
temperatures between 41°F and 135 F°.
Food should be handled carefully since it can be exposed
to the Temperature Danger Zone (TDZ) during thawing,
cooking or cooling.
TIME - Pathogens need time to grow. Foods left in the
TDZ (Temperature Danger Zone) for longer than 4 hours
can grow bacteria levels high enough to make someone
sick.
Remember - Bacteria can double and multiply every
twenty minutes.
OXYGEN - Most pathogens need oxygen in order to
multiply grow, however others can grow without
oxygen.
MOISTURE – High moisture levels are perfect for rapid
bacteria growth. Moisture levels are measured in terms
of water activity level. Higher levels equal greater
opportunity for growth. Example - Water has a level of
1.0 and pre-cut melons have a water activity level of
0.85.
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There are three highly contagious bacterial infections that have been given
special attention by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). These are:
• Salmonella
• Enterohemorrhagic and Shiga producing E. coli
• Shigella

Viruses

Viruses represent a significant hazard to food and the following are a few
characteristics:
• A virus can survive outside however it does require a living host in
order to grow and cannot reproduce on its own.
• Viruses can be transmitted from person to person, from people to food
and from people to food contact surfaces.
• Viruses are microorganisms that can only grow within a living host.
They can’t grow in food and will use food and contact as a means of
transportation.
• Some can survive freezing and cooking temperatures.
• Usually contaminates food because of improper personal hygiene.
• Can contaminate both food and water.
How a virus spreads –
Viruses are carried through contact with contaminated food, water or
Infected surface. Viruses are typically transmitted through fecal-oral routes.
Therefore, failure to wash hands properly after using the restroom
can result in contaminating food, food surfaces and anyone you may
touch or come in contact with.
How to control a possible virus from spreading –
Viruses cannot be destroyed through routine cooking processes. It is very
important to practice proper personal hygiene at all times and especially
when handling food and/or food contact surfaces.
Remember - That quick clean-up of all bodily fluid spills and/or accidents is
very important in controlling a possible virus spread.
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There are two highly contagious viruses that have been given special
attention by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). These are:
• Norovirus (formerly call Norwalk Virus)
• Hepatitis A
NOTE - There are 6 infections and viruses that a food handler must report
immediately to their supervisor if they or any coworker is diagnosed with.
These are:
• Salmonella Typhi
• Nontyphoidal Salmonella
• Enterohemorrhagic and Shiga producing E. coli
• Shigella
• Norovirus (formerly call Norwalk Virus)
• Hepatitis A
Key Points to Remember about Viruses –
• A virus will live in the human intestinal tract and is transmitted through
contact and/or exposure to fecal matter.
• Hepatitis A and Norovirus are both primarily spread due to poor
personal hygiene and improper hand washing practices.
• Good personal hygiene practices are key to preventing an outbreak
and the spread of either illness.

Parasites

Parasites are a living organism that live in and feed off of another host
organism. The following are a few characteristics of parasites:
• Parasites must have a host in order to survive.
• Parasites are generally larger than bacteria, but can also be
microscopic.
• Parasites cannot survive in food alone.
• Parasites can transfer from an animal to humans.
• Can contaminate both food and water supplies.
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• They can be killed by freezing food at low temperatures or by cooking
foods in high temperatures.

Fungi

There are many types of fungi and the three associated with foodborne
illnesses the most are mold, mushrooms and yeast.
Mold and mold spores both can be hazardous for the following reasons • They spoil food and can potentially cause illness.
• They grow well in acidic food with a low water activity.
• Freezing prevents and reduces mold growth, but does not destroy it.
• Most foods should be discarded completely when mold is discovered.
Note - Cheese is one example of a food where mold can form and yet the
entire item may not need to be discarded. The FDA recommends cutting at
least one inch around the moldy areas found on cheese.
Mushrooms are very difficult to distinguish between safe and harmful ones.
As a result it is critical that mushrooms only be purchased from reputable
and approved food vendors.
Yeast is widely used in many food preparation tasks. A few things to be
aware of when it comes to yeast are as follows:
• Foods containing yeast can spoil more rapidly than others.
• Yeast grows best in acidic foods with a low water activity.
Examples would be jams, honey and fruit juices
• Produces a smell or taste of alcohol, indicating food is spoiled
• Appears pinkish in color and looks slimy
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